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 LITERACY ROTATIONS: WE DECODE SHORT /I/ WORDS TO MATCH A PICTURE   

Dear families: January went by quickly!  

We are now past the halfway point of 

the school year.  I have begun making 

midyear phone calls to families so that 

we can talk about the wonderful growth 

your child has made.  I look forward to 

speaking with everyone.  We are, also, 

approaching 100 Day, Valentine’s Day, 

and our alphabet celebration.  Please, 

look out for notices next week! 

 

Reading:  Our vowel study pressed on 

with short /i/ as a medial sound.  We 

used choral response as we decoded 

and recoded CVC words (ex. dim, sit, 

pin) and CCVC words (ex. swim, spit, 

spin).  Read-alouds included Snowballs, 

Sadie and The Snowman, Groumdhog 

Day, and The Snowman Storybook.  

Students related snowy stories to our 

writing project, “How to Build a 

Snowman”.  During reading groups and 

literacy rotations, children read How 

Many? or A Dinosaur Snack.  We 

answered comprehension questions 

about the story, especially where we 

had to recall details, like what animals 

were in the book or what the dinosaur 

ate.  Friends visited literacy rotations, 

completing short /i/ activities, creating 

sentences, and examining sight words.  

We stamped and wrote “are”, our new 

sight word, and learned “The Are Song”.  

In literacy journals, students cut apart 

sentences with “are” and assembled 

them again.  Students wrote short /i/ 

words in the game “Short I Spin”, 

where we use a spinner to land on a 

word and then write that word next to 

the corresponding picture.  We, also, 

examined pictures and circled the 

matching word!  Another exciting short 

/i/ game was reaching into a fish tank 

full of short /i/ fish.  We would decode 

the fish we pulled out of the tank and 

put it in a fish bowl labeled with the 

word family (-im, -it, -ish, -in, -id).  In 

journals, we cut apart sentences and 

assembled them again.   

 

Writing:  Children began writing “How-

To” pieces this week.  First, we focused 

on how to build a snowman.  We read 

the mentor texts, Sadie and the 

Snowman and Snowballs.  Children made 

a list of steps.  The next day, we 

turned our steps into sentences.  Later 

in the week, we read Froggy Learns to 

Swim.  In the book, Froggy’s mom 

taught Froggy to swim.  We discussed 

what we know how to do and began 

writing our own “How To” stories. 

Snowman Equations 
Miles and Emily are assembling snowman 

equations!  Each snowman a head and middle with 

parts of an equation and the bottom has the teen 

number that they equal.   

Do You Want to Build a Snowman? 

Vivian and Anais proudly present their snow 

people.  We created snow people collages after 

reading Snowballs by Lois Ehlert.  We used 

different objects to represent body parts, like 

string for hair! 
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Mathematics: “Operations in Base Ten” and “Teen Numbers” continue 

as we review concepts and began analyzing ways to represent 

numbers, how to group, and strategies for solving equations.  

Students dissected word problems as a group.  We practiced drawing 

pictorial representations to solve problems.  We would group ten 

items together and then group the remaining ones.  This allows us to 

keep organized, count on from ten, and develop strategies for quick 

equation solving!  In small groups, we continued our practice of word 

problem solving.  Children, also, assembled snowman puzzles with 

three parts.  The head had a numeral (1-10), the middle had +10, and 

the bottom had the answers to the equation.  We can add ten to some 

ones and create a teen number! 

 

Social Studies and Science:  Our scientists studied hibernation.  

Students examined a video clip from Scholastic about animals that 

hibernate.  Then, we used our insight and research to interact with a 

digital winter scene.  Children had to click and uncover areas where 

they thought an animal might be hibernating.  These places could be a 

den, a burrow, or another hiding place!  Ask your child about the 

animals that hibernate.  We, also, read a short read-along issue by 

Let’s Find Out about what 

hibernating animals eat.  Read this 

with your child at home, too.    

 

Creative Expression:  The artists in 

our classroom assembled collages 

this week.  We used white circles to create a snowperson (or snow animal), like in Snowballs.  

Then, we used collage materials photocopied from the book to create unique snowy pictures.  Ask 

your child what they used for the different body parts and accessories on their creation.  In art 

class, students explored circle art by Kandinsky.  We created circles with varying colors and 

sizes stacked up.  These will soon be lining our school hallway! 

 

Love,  

Mrs. Allaire 

 

UPCOMING EVENTS & IMPORTANT NOTES 

 

 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 3: 100 Day Projects are due! 

 FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 7: 100 Day  

 FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14: Valentine’s Day Party and ABC Celebration 

 MONDAY & TUESDAY. FEBRUARY 17 & 18: No School! 

 EVERY THURSDAY: Ice Cream Day ($1.00 for an ice cream/popsicle) 

Families,  please don’t hesitate to contact me 

with any questions, concerns, or ideas!  Email me 

at jallaire@scotlandes.org. 


